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PREFACE
I have been gifted with great wisdom—not my own, I hasten to add.

No, I have been gifted with a seemingly endless stream of occasions where life has 
revealed deep insights to me. This happens during chance conversations, reflective 
walks on the beach, idle daydreaming, and unexpected moments while we are 
busy with the serious work of living. And my favorites…those have arrived with 
good friends alongside a hearty fire!

For some reason, not everyone seems to receive these powerful insights. I believe 
that we have to be looking for them to see them. When we are open to them, we 
recognize that they are, in fact, the wisdom we strive so hard to acquire throughout 
our lifetimes. I am lucky and truly grateful to see them.

I have always been curious. As long as I can remember, I have been earnestly 
seeking truth, desiring to understand who we are, how we work, and within what 
larger context we operate. How else could a creative humanitarian have pursued 
the rigors of science with such vigorous determination?

But it’s the outer frontiers of knowledge, where the shadows cast by the great 
fire dance alluringly, that have inspired me most. Unlike many scientists who 
live in fear of the unknown, I have been drawn to it. It is this magnetic pull that 
has fueled my own passionate journey of self-discovery, self-optimization, and, 
ultimately, self-mastery.

Many of the insights that I share in this collection come from my fascination with 
our natural evolution that has resulted in our magnificent neuro-psychobiology.

As a young man studying medicine in Africa, I would travel with friends into 
remote wilderness areas to explore nature in its most pristine and untouched 
state. This afforded me uniquely powerful vistas of primal life—a life relatively 
free of the fingerprints of modern Homo sapiens. You can’t watch a lioness taking 
down a buffalo to feed her children or a giraffe giving birth without developing a 
deep appreciation for our natural design, and for the extraordinary pathway that 
has led us toward who we are and the life we live today.
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At the fireside at the end of each day, with the sound of cackling jackals, roaring 
lions, and the magical song of African nightjars in the background, we gathered in 
deep discourse. We sat together, young men and women with their full adult lives 
ahead, in earnest reverence for the universe that presented us with this wonderful 
invitation, called life. Perhaps it was there, alongside the dancing flames, that my 
curiosity was born.

Many more of the insights in this book have reached me through the countless 
words and stories of fellow travelers whom I have met on the long road of life. 
As I have sat by the figurative fireside, speaking with you, my family, friends, 
colleagues, patients, clients, and perfect strangers, you have shared your insights 
with me. From these gifts, I continue to stitch together the rich tapestry we call 
wisdom on my journey toward the truth that will always be our final destination.

I invite you to join me at the fireside. Put aside toil and ambition for a moment 
to engage with me in intimate conversation. Read these words with an open 
mind and heart.

The structure of this book reflects the way that these insights have been revealed 
to me, a series of lucky moments that happened upon me in no particular order. 
Although the individual insights have been grouped under section headers that 
suggest a highly organized gathering of thoughts, that grouping was, in truth, a 
retrospective exercise.

And so, I encourage you to explore the book in an entirely random sequence. 
Pick it up often. Open it to a page that catches your fancy, or to a header that 
resonates with you in the moment, and join me for a fireside chat on an interesting 
topic. As we might linger in a conversation, I hope that you will not rush through 
the topic. I invite you to pause and reflect; mull it over; journal to bring your 
thoughts to the surface; and take action. Insights that emerge without processing 
remain just that: insights. When you engage with them actively, they become 
knowledge and wisdom.

Have fun,

Roddy
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ARE YOU STANDING IN 
YOUR OWN WAY?

Our human brain is the pinnacle of evolution. It is our greatest gift. It also exerts 
astounding control over our individual and collective destinies—and it’s not 
always helpful.

Several years ago, I published BodyWHealth: Journey to Abundance. Based on cutting-
edge science, this first major work is a simple guide to unlocking our best possible 
selves. “WHealth” goes beyond just physical health and represents the potential for 
the full breadth of health, happiness, and prosperity that lives within each of us. 
Unfortunately, most of us don’t enjoy these gifts to the extent we should. We are 
“locked” away from them by a combination of ignorance and habit. “Unlocking” 
them allow us to live abundantly, as Mother Nature intended.

The book presents seven keys that have been scientifically demonstrated to unlock 
WHealth.

BodyWHealth starts with three foundational keys for unlocking physical WHealth 
beyond simple health, because the body should be the starting point for every 
journey of self-discovery and self-actualization. In the middle of the book are 
two powerful keys that unlock powerful mindsets that ensure success on the 
journey. The book concludes with two keys that unlock emotional WHealth (that 
is, happiness)—the ultimate prize we all desire and deserve.

BodyWHealth was inspired by my own personal transformation.

Despite achieving substantial professional success, I was headed for personal 
catastrophe. I was working hard, with my eyes focused on important goals 
(like promotion and fi nancial success) when I abruptly realized that I had 
put my most cherished assets—my health and happiness—at grave risk.

Over the period of a year, I drew on my deep scientifi c insight into the 
human condition to reboot my own life. As I tasted success, I realized for the 
fi rst time that abundance is not only an attainable state but a condition for 
which Mother Nature has designed us…perfectly.

This phenomenon was too good to keep to myself, and so I wrote the book 
to share the insight I had accrued on that spectacular leg of my journey.

Since then, my journey has continued.
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I have advanced my knowledge of the science of peak performance. In particular, 
I have deepened my insight into our brain—the ringmaster of our individual 
performance, or underperformance as the case may be.

Thanks to ongoing self-exploration, highly impactful work with my clients, and 
expanded knowledge of the rapidly evolving field of neuroscience, I now have a 
more profound perspective on abundance and the pathway to get there.

It is my experiences during this phase of my evolution that have inspired this 
new book.

Central to this new work is an alarming irony regarding the relationship we 
humans tend to have with our magnificent brains.

All our other organs dutifully serve our interests. When we want to go to work, 
we command our muscles to get us there. Our lungs dutifully breathe in and out 
12 times every minute in order to deliver life-giving oxygen to our tissues and 
vital organs.

But, if you’re brutally honest with yourself, you will acknowledge that you wake 
each morning to serve your brain.

If your brain says you’re hungry, you head for the kitchen.

If your brain says you’re sad, the day becomes gloomy.

If your brain says somebody else is trying to undermine you, you retreat into 
painful paranoia.

But who is this brain? And who or what authorizes it to exert so much control 
over your life?

You do!

Yes, each and every one of us has fallen into the trap of surrendering authority 
to our brains. Have you heard the expression “you’re standing in your own way”? 
It may feel painfully familiar. More often than not, when we empower our brain 
as the supreme leader, our thoughts and emotions end up being a barrier to our 
own success. Rather than enabling us, our brain becomes an obstacle. We stand 
in our own way, restricting our own performance and limiting our own success.
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This new book will help guide you to get out of your own way by understanding 
the construct of your mind and the complex cognitive, emotional, and spiritual 
forces that impact your happiness on the journey. It is less a detailed set of 
instructions based on underlying scientific facts than it is a series of colorful and 
practical insights and suggestions garnered from the application of this mind-
blowing science in my own life and the lives of my clients (who are all referred 
to by different names in this work to protect their privacy).

In order to make this book highly relevant to readers, I have included a broad 
range of examples of how we stand in our own way. Some of these will probably 
come quickly to your mind: social anxiety that prevents community engagement, 
self-doubt that undermines the ambitious entrepreneur, and the impatience or 
quick temper that hampers the best efforts of a committed spouse.

Think of ways that you, your family, your friends, and your coworkers stand in 
your own way. Each of us delivers less than our best on most days. This is a source 
of immense stress and stands firmly between us and abundance.

I invite you to join me next to the warmth of the fireside of life. Engage in 
the conversation, with equal measures of humility and curiosity. Let’s begin 
to understand and address this deep-rooted self-sabotage, so we can strive for 
abundance together. Over time, our collective wisdom will enable you to push 
through those self-imposed barriers to live your best life.
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THE BATTLE FOR 
PERSONAL MASTERY

Despite our many differences, modern humans share a common 
failing: We consistently handicap our own best efforts, with 
disastrous consequences.

Which of the following describes you?

 •  You want to be successful, but you’re afraid you will fail and 
look stupid.

 •  You want to fi nd a romantic partner, but you think you’re too ugly.

 •  You want to be patient and kind, but you always seem to lose 
your temper and shout at everyone.

 •  You want to be focused on your work, but you end up wasting 
time on lesser priorities…or Netfl ix.

 •  You want to be calm, but you’re always anxious.

 •  You want to welcome feedback, but you close down defensively.

 •  You want to be happy, but you wake most mornings with a 
head full of sadness.

If you’re anything like the rest of us, at least one of these descriptions resonates 
with you. Despite our different circumstances, we’re all united in one common 
ailment: We struggle to get out of our own way.

That’s right: Every one of us has a part of ourselves standing between us and 
success, guarding the gates of triumph.

And that part is in your head, the same place you find the greatest gift of all: your 
powerful brain.

Your brain is the ultimate control center. All your other organs are controlled by 
your brain, either consciously or subconsciously. So perhaps it’s not unreasonable 
for the brain to assume it has responsibility beyond your physical survival.

But…

Who gave your brain permission to take over your life?
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Who gave it permission to limit your happiness, your financial success, your 
romantic accomplishments, or the realization of your dreams?

You’ve probably read enough self-help articles and quotes from famous people to 
know who is responsible for this painful predicament. Yes, it is you.

We are each powerfully and individually responsible for our own limitations. We 
alone control our brain. We give it permission to curtail our achievements, or 
we license it to unlock our success.

The why and how is different for each of us. Your specific combination of hereditary 
traits, parental influences, and environmental pressures makes your relationship 
with your brain as unique as your fingerprints.

But we all have the authority to command our brains to serve our own interests 
and needs.

I call this personal mastery, because when we have all our organs, systems, and faculties 
working for us, including our brain, we have truly mastered our own biology.

Many of us spend hours, days, and even years learning to master modern technology 
to enhance our lives. We learn to drive cars, we employ our computers and 
cellphones, and we increasingly harness the collective intelligence of the Internet 
of Things. On top of this, we also strive to engage (or manipulate) the other 
humans in our biosphere for our own benefit.

Isn’t it alarming that we devote so much time and effort to learning computer 
algorithms and digital gadgets before we have mastered our own enormous 
power? Isn’t it strange (and even dangerous) that we’re reaching beyond our 
own capabilities, trying to control others before we have achieved self-control?

Modern science has taught us that we can take clearly defined steps to achieve 
personal mastery. Personal mastery is achieved through knowledge of our 
complex neurobiology, personal insight, and hard work. Like skeletal muscles, 
our intellectual and emotional muscles can be trained.

Human society is advancing at a terrifying pace, much faster than the pedestrian 
dawdle of natural evolution. With escalating competitive pressure, life is no longer 
a game for amateurs.1 One day soon, the very survival of our species, the mighty 
Homo sapiens, will depend on our collective personal mastery. We must each 
equip ourselves with the best possible insight and guidance to meet that challenge.
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A VITAL PLASTIC

Ten years ago, I chose to make massive changes in my life. 
During that period, I stumbled across several major insights that 
shed new light on the way my brain was working. This knowledge 
transformed my life, unlocking clarity and boosting confi dence in 
profound new ways in my personal and professional lives.

I have spent the subsequent years expanding my understanding 
of fundamental and applied neuroscience. There is no doubt in my 
mind that a single scientifi c fi nding has revolutionized our approach 
to unlocking our own immense potential as humans: Today, we 
know that we can literally reinvent ourselves by upgrading the 
structure and function of our (already-impressive) brains.

For many dark years, we scientists believed that the brain was a static organ. We 
thought that it peaked in childhood, then slowly decayed through the remaining 
years of our life. Today, luckily, we know better!

Our brain, the control center for our every action and the organ that separates 
us from all other life on this planet, is known to be highly adaptive. It is not built 
with cold hard-wiring like the supercomputers with which we’re all increasingly 
familiar. Instead, it is a dynamic organ that dramatically adapts its inner working, 
giving you the capacity for radical transformation throughout your life.

We refer to this property as neuroplasticity.2

To clarify, the brain is not elastic, an organ that can stretch only to snap back into 
its original shape once the stretch-stimulus is ended. Instead, it is plastic—pliable 
enough for us to bend and shape, throughout our lives, to serve our current needs.

Norman Doidge, MD, describes the emergence of neuroplasticity theory in 
his fascinating book The Brain That Changes Itself.3 There are certain important 
overarching principals relevant to anyone who owns a brain, such as the implications 
of “use it or lose it.” There is such a thing as competitive plasticity and a struggle 
for precious real estate that happens every day within your central nervous system. 
It is vital to appreciate the significance of critical periods in brain development, 
which is why parents obsess about creating the best educational contexts for 
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their children. There is also a science of learning and unlearning that is hugely 
significant in the development of good and bad habits.

Today, I work with high-performing clients from many fields. Some seek 
performance tweaks; others strive for radical transformation.

My coaching guides them to unlock hidden potential. In each case, I help my 
clients to understand optimal brain function. More importantly, we modify their 
beliefs, attitudes, and actions by embracing the incredible plasticity that Mother 
Nature has incorporated into our wondrous design.

You do not need to be the victim of a mindset cast in stone. When you can see your 
brain as a lump of immensely powerful clay, your future truly is in your own hands!
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THE POWER OF BELIEF

Success is elusive, a secret understood and mastered by only a few. The good news 
is that success is attainable—through the power of belief. Belief originates deep 
inside your brain and can be built and developed, which means you can truly 
real-ize your own success!

In order to understand the role of our brain in belief, we need to review the 
evolution of this most powerful of our organs.4

At the center of our magnificent brain resides the most primitive part of our 
central nervous system. The primitive brain (also known as the reptilian brain) is 
responsible for critical survival instincts and governs fight and flight responses. 
It is the default brain we use at times of crisis. Driven by fear and adrenaline, 
this part of our brain compels us to flee from danger, to turn to meet it with 
aggression, or to lie low to escape detection. We need our primitive brains, but if 
that were all we had, we would be cold survival engines, like snakes and lizards.

Over time, early mammals added the limbic system to their primitive brains. 
The limbic system brings emotion and color to our world. This emotional brain
provides a selective advantage to those species that have it because it drives us to 
love and nurture our offspring and to collaborate with others. The language of 
the emotional brain is love and empathy.

Finally, we humans added a massive cerebral cortex (the gray matter), increasing 
our brain to three times the size of our closest mammalian relatives. This 
cognitive brain layer introduced thought and reason, the supreme gift that clearly 
differentiates us from other animals. It is a powerful organ that enables us to 
master our environment.

These three parts of our brain are intimately connected. Millions of nerve junctions 
enable messages to pass between them, moderating their influence in our lives. 
Our overall behavior is the composite effect of the three brain centers.

In the absence of any “higher” function, the primitive brain runs wild with its 
negative, defensive messages that sow doubt. “Run, hide, fight!” it screams. This 
is useful when we are in true danger but is a highly disruptive influence the rest 
of the time—such as when we develop new ideas or contemplate the exciting 
ventures and paths that lead to success.
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You see, big ideas are generated in the cognitive brain. When you generate an 
idea, you want something. When you couple it with emotion, you transform want 
into a colorful, three-dimensional desire, a deep and focused hunger for success.

But as we develop ideas and desires, our primitive brains are doing exactly what they 
have been trained to do over millions of years. Even as we picture the slim, healthy 
body we desire, or the castle on the hill, or the spectacular new job, or the freedom 
to travel, our primitive brains kick into action. They impregnate our consciousness 
with “protective” messages that are often disguised as simple questions:

•  What happens if I fail?

• What will my friends and family think of me?

•  Why should I, who have always been unsuccessful, suddenly become wealthy?

• Why should the world take me seriously now?

• Who would even listen to my concept?

For substantial success, you need to align your entire brain behind your idea. You 
need to evoke the partnership of the cognitive and emotional brains in a desire 
so powerful that it overrides all impedances that the primitive brain will invoke. 
This is belief.

Let’s go back to where we started for a moment. We human beings stood out from 
our mammalian peers when we added a massive cerebral cortex to our brain. 
This gigantic leap added thought and reason to our weaponry.

The most obvious advantage to having a cognitive brain is our problem-solving 
ability. We are able to apply complex intellectual reasoning to address challenges 
and create opportunities for success. For us to take full advantage of the huge 
opportunity conferred on us by the cognitive layer of our brain, we need to engage 
it in liberating us from the restrictive doubts imposed by our primitive brain. 
We need to employ our cognitive powers to flood our brains with positive ideas, 
indirectly influencing and co-opting the emotional brain in such a way that our 
desires become so strong that they transform into belief.

That’s when we tap into the full power of the human brain. That’s when we enjoy 
success. That is what every highly successful person has learned to do.
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The bigger the idea, the more powerfully you need to evoke the brain’s pathway 
to belief. Once you achieve belief, success is largely inevitable. If you don’t 
think this is true, then I invite you to study any person who has achieved grand 
success. Once they believed—truly believed—plans became actions, hopes became 
expectations, obstacles became challenges, and success followed.

It is important to note that achieving belief is not a linear journey, and it doesn’t 
happen in a flash. The interactions between the three levels in the brain are more 
iterative, more dynamic. Belief is not an instantaneous chemical reaction. It can 
take time to wrestle with our primitive brain, before we finally overcome doubt 
with belief.

But belief is the fuel. It provides the energy, the resilience, the patience, and the 
strength required to get it done.

The fact that it takes time makes it harder. A moment of belief is easy. I have them 
all the time—often in the wee hours of the morning. But by the time I wake up 
to shower and dress, my trusty reptilian brain has generously offered to protect 
me from the pain of failure and flooded my mind with doubt.

The vast majority of us wrestle every day with doubt. On some days, we enable 
belief to get the upper hand and drive success, while on other days we live under 
the defensive cloud of our primitive brains. You may have to work actively to 
uphold your belief for a long time in order to deliver success.

But, if we understand the roles of the three layers in our human brain and the 
relationships between them, and we fully appreciate the evolutionary power of 
the cognitive brain, and we closely observe highly successful people, we should 
be filled with optimism.

So, how do you train your brain to believe? Here are some suggestions:

 •  Understand and accept the voice of your primitive brain without legitimizing it.
This is a critically important nuance to your overall success. You have now 
learned about the existence of your primitive brain and understand that 
it is an important part of who you are. It protects you from catastrophe. 
Respect it. Understand its role. Accept that it will (and should) always have 
an opinion. But do not give it too much attention. It is much like a whiny 
child. You have to take heed of it. Take a quick look to see that there is no 
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major disaster that you have overlooked, and then ignore it. Attention 
reinforces its bad behavior. Distract and, if necessary, overwhelm it with 
positive thoughts.

 •  Do first the things you’re avoiding most. If you’re unsure where the voice of 
doubt is hurting you most, pull out your to-do list. Look at those items 
that slide from day to day. They’re often the most important tasks. The 
things you dread bring you closest to your inner doubt, face to face with 
your reptilian brain. It’s understandable that you want to stay away from 
this monster, but don’t give it the upper hand. We often overestimate 
the time required for unpalatable tasks, justifying that we’ll get to them 
when we have the time. Turn them into ten-minute challenges. You’ll be 
surprised how many of them start to disappear with a few minutes of 
concerted effort.

 •  Think positively. This sounds so easy, doesn’t it? Scientists call this autosuggestion.5 
We know that we control the cognitive brain. We know that the cognitive 
brain influences the emotional brain and is able to override the primitive 
brain. Use it. Flood your brain with positive statements about your inevitable 
success. Repeat them over and over again. We know that the cognitive brain 
is highly susceptible to suggestion; use this property to ensure that your 
cognitive brain is teeming with positive thoughts. If your reptilian brain can 
seize the autopilot and drive you toward failure, then you can just as easily 
grab the controls and drive toward success.

 •  Empathize with your idea. Olympic champions do this when they practice 
visualization.6 They spend long hours building the complete image of 
success in their minds, using all their senses. Spend time building the 
mental image of success until you can see, hear, taste, smell, and feel it 
vividly in your mind.

 •  Repeat. Your positive rhetoric must be a daily habit. Write your success 
statement down. Learn it by heart. Say it out loud throughout the day. Turn 
it into a song and sing it. Paste it on the wall, the roof, or the steering wheel 
of your car. Keep it alive.

 •  Surround yourself with positive people. If you don’t have them, search for them, 
find them, and embrace them. Every positive echo to your positive thoughts 
is like gold. “Can-do” is infectious.
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 •  Avoid negative people. In fact, run from them—as fast as you can. The voice 
of your primitive brain is loud enough. You don’t need a team of naysayers 
augmenting these undermining pulls.

 •  Fake it to make it. In the early stages, you might have a desire that is not quite 
ready to be a belief. That’s okay, but keep the struggle internal. On the 
outside, project the success that you desire. I don’t suggest in any way that 
you become insincere. Rather, the act of designing, building, and maintaining 
your “game face” is a powerful, reinforcing cognitive discipline.

 •  Practice. For most of us, this habit is new or underdeveloped. Practice on 
the small things every day.

 •  Stand tall. Practice victory. Seriously, stand the way you will when you 
achieve the success you desire. Raise your arms into a V for victory. Your 
brain listens to your body. (You’ll read more about this later.) These physical 
messages become imprinted in your thoughts and actions. You can posture 
your way to your goals.

 •  Move along the action word list. Success is no accident; it’s a deliberate journey. 
Track your progress actively. Make sure that you move from imagine to want
to desire to believe to plan to act to expect to demand to anticipate and finally, 
to celebrate success. You may move back and forward along this continuum, 
and that’s okay. Write down where you are today, and use the power of your 
cognitive brain to ensure that your entire being moves toward success.

Look around you. Only a tiny minority are hugely successful in any sphere of 
human performance. Sadly, most people believe that they are already doing and 
being their best and that success is a reward for only a lucky few. They are wrong. 
Success is attainable through the power of belief, and belief can be nurtured. This 
puts your success within reach; it truly is in your power to grab it.
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PERSONAL GROWTH

Mary was in tears. She had come to me in desperation.

You wouldn’t know that she was in trouble to look at her, 
because outwardly she was joyful and kind. Her friends and 
colleagues didn’t know she was desperate, because she was a 
loyal companion and recognized as one of the most generous 
mentors at work. Even her loving husband didn’t realize the 
extent of her torment, because she worked hardest to keep 
things together at home.

Not so inside…

Inside, she felt overwhelmed. She felt she was always rushing, 
under-serving all her important people. The coping mechanisms 
she’d developed over a lifetime of success seemed to be failing 
her. She was afraid that she was disappointing at home and at 
work, despite ample evidence to the contrary.

These should have been years of celebration for her, a phase of 
joy and ease. Her children were grown, successfully launched on 
their own independent journeys. She had a strong reputation in 
the local business community and beyond.

Yet, she was desperate. Despite looking happy, she really didn’t 
feel it.

Halfway through our discussion, she used the phrase that I have 
heard so often when good people lose their way:

“Roddy, I’m just so tired of wearing the mask.”

Of course, she was not referring to the physical masks we wore to protect one 
another from potentially deadly illness during the great pandemic that changed 
the world in 2020. Wearing those life-saving masks was a gift we gave one another.
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It is the metaphorical masks that so many of us wear behind the physical ones 
that are the problem. They are one of life’s fundamental challenges, and here is 
the reason:

We are, at our very core, natural beings. Like all living beings, we are dynamic—
both physically and psychically.

Our psychic destiny is growth. And when we grow, when we expand our 
consciousness, we are happy.

But you can’t grow inside the rigid form of a metaphorical mask.

Perhaps for a time, often as young adults, we grow to fill our metaphorical 
mask. Having decided to be a physician, or a businessperson, or an artist, or 
an international athlete, we know what it takes. And so, we build ourselves out 
within that mask to fulfill our dreams. We fake it until we make it. And many of 
us are successful in doing so.

For a time, we are happy—even if we’re not entirely comfortable with the fact 
that the mask has been largely designed by society’s expectations of us rather 
than by our own desires.

But then, sooner or later, the pain of stasis starts eroding our well-being.

Too many people then freeze, too frightened or embarrassed to drop the mask. 
They fear that introspection will destroy the (false) happiness they have built. 
They are terrified that they will look unsuccessful in front of family, friends, and 
colleagues. They are afraid that a courageous pause to reevaluate their purpose 
and direction will end in a disastrous downward spiral.

These people hide from their pain in many ways. It may be alcohol, or drugs, or 
other abusive manifestations. Often, it’s simply overwork. They hide behind a 
fierce wall of determination, pretending that the world simply wouldn’t survive 
without them and continuing in their unhappiness.

But the bold few who dive into self-examination are rewarded.

They ask the big questions and find the big answers. Growth is their reward, and 
happiness is the currency of that reward.
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Think of how relieved we felt when, as the pandemic subsided, we could safely 
remove our physical masks after months of wearing them, showing each other 
our full faces again. That same relief is waiting for you when you dare to remove 
your metaphorical mask and explore the true self waiting beneath.

Like you, Mary is a beautiful, hard-working, powerful being. She has now started 
a new growth spurt. She’s excited (and a little nervous), and I am honored to be 
her guide. She will unlock many riches on this next phase of her journey.

What about you? When your next growth spurt arrives, what will you do?
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There is one tiny, three-word question that can evoke a flood of confusion and 
pain or offer us the potential to unlock a life of well-earned peace and joy. It is, 
in fact, the ultimate existential question.

Who am I?

If you’re a warm-blooded, thinking human being, you too have been challenged 
by this perplexing topic.

I spent many hours reflecting on this as a young man, without ever really finding 
resolution. Today, I answer the question with some confidence. I’m not sure that I 
have the final answer, and like any good scientist I’m open to being entirely wrong.

But I believe that each of us has two intimately intertwined and interdependent 
selves.

The first I refer to as the “authentic SELF.” It’s the you that is there at the very 
beginning, and the you that is there throughout your life. The enormity of the 
mystery of this personhood is well beyond our current scientific insights, but it’s 
my personal belief that a divine superpower creates this unique and special SELF.

When you see this SELF as divinely made, it’s easy to appreciate that our 
fundamental essence (perhaps it’s our soul) has been made with boundless love, no 
garbage included. This is the joyful, curious, creative, confident spirit that shines 
undiluted in children. It is the uncontaminated simplicity and optimism of youth.

The other self is man-made…or, more accurately, mind-made.

As you know, we humans have been gifted with a massively powerful brain, which 
is traditionally viewed as the seat of our consciousness. It plays a highly significant 
role in who we are. And of course, the most primal of that brain’s functions, the 
one it defaults to even without conscious thought, is to keep us safe.

This protective-above-all neurobiology is active throughout our life, especially 
when we’re young and vulnerable. During these critical formative years, our 
brain responds and evolves to protect us from real and perceived threats. The 
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result is the secondary and reactive mind-made self, which dilutes the authentic 
SELF as it forms.

The problem is that our cerebral real estate is limited; our brain physically cannot 
grow or expand due to our hard, bony skulls. So, the emergence of the mind-
made self comes at the expense of the original, authentic SELF.

As proposed in a range of scientific models by such brain experts as Freud, Jung, 
Gestalt, Schwarts, Goulding, and others, we reach adulthood with a complicated 
psychic design composed of protective mind-made parts huddled around—and 
sometimes obscuring—the quintessential, authentic SELF.

Given the complexity of our personality mosaic, it’s not surprising that so many 
of us end up struggling with that weighty existential question, “Who am I?”

The truth is that we are both of those selves. We are a colorful, dynamic montage 
that shifts situationally in order to survive.

But this complex design can cause us profound distress.

The workings of the mind-made self are often contrary to the instincts of the 
authentic SELF. For example, our primitive, child-like SELF wants to trust others, 
while our mind-made adult self, having experienced the pain of disappointment, 
arms us with the shield of suspicion and the sword of mistrust.

These intrinsic tensions drive our everyday psychic pain. The power struggle 
between our protective neurobiology, which is based in fear, and our fundamental 
essence, which is characterized by positivity and love, undermines our happiness 
and robs us of our peace.

When we understand this to be a potent source of our prevailing anxiety, 
restlessness, and discontent, the road ahead becomes clear. It is immensely valuable 
to identify who we truly are—to differentiate between the authentic SELF and 
the mind-made self and to moderate the extent to which the latter governs our 
thoughts and emotions.

When we limit the intrusion of the mind-made self, we get out of our own way, 
freeing our authentic SELF to lead us down the road to peace and happiness.
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My role as exercise scientist and sport physician was to prepare 
elite athletes to win Olympic medals. I was responsible for 
bringing them the best science to guide their preparation and 
competition. We performed extensive testing on each athlete on 
a regular basis in our high-performance laboratory. Many of the 
tests were designed to take the individual to complete exhaustion 
as we sought to defi ne and then shift their limits.

One afternoon, I put an elite rower through the most stringent of 
physiological tests. I only stopped when she was at the point of 
complete exhaustion. As we terminated the test, she ripped off 
the face mask that was measuring her oxygen consumption and 
let out a massive roar that shook the sides of the building before 
collapsing on the fl oor next to the ergometer.

Brigitte was a gold medalist in three consecutive Olympic Games, 
and she had just demonstrated why. When she should have had 
no more physical reserves, she was able to muster enough mental 
and emotional energy to let out this triumphant roar.

She was unstoppable.

Can you remember a time when you were unstoppable?

There have been several moments in my life when I felt truly unstoppable: 
the day I got married, the day I was awarded my medical degree, and several 
memorable athletic victories where it seemed that I could do nothing wrong. I 
was simply unstoppable.

When I worked with Olympic athletes, I became fascinated by the subtle differences 
between them that made one a champion and another simply a contender.

My experience with Brigitte started my lifelong quest to capture and share the 
science behind the unstoppable state.

Like me, I’m sure you feel frustrated at the number of times that you underperform. 
Even when we know we could do better, we somehow seem to get in our own 
way, limiting our own performance.
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Fortunately, as seen throughout this book, the science of being unstoppable is 
beginning to emerge.

By applying modern neuroscience and established scientific approaches for achieving 
mastery over our thoughts, I have devised a methodology that systematically guides 
my clients to achieve this elusive state.

We are designed to be successful. Mother Nature has gifted us all with the capacity 
to be unstoppable.

But in reality, most of us subconsciously limit our own performance using intrinsic 
neuro-protective mechanisms that are designed to ensure our survival.

Survival was, of course, the earliest goal. But we have evolved beyond this endpoint. 
Today, we strive for far more. Our definition of success is far grander.

In her wisdom, Mother Nature has hardwired us with the capacity to override 
these powerful but limiting protective systems. Understanding this science enables 
us to unlock peak performance in a systematic, reliable, and repeatable manner.

More than ever before, we are able to determine our own futures. Success is in 
our own hands…if we only choose to grab it.
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BodyWHealth: Journey to Abundance 

Only a tiny proportion of the world’s population is 
healthy, happy, and prosperous. Those few have found 
the secrets to the natural order and are handsomely 
rewarded. They are WHealthy.

BodyWHealth: Journey to Abundance explains the science 
of WHealth and outlines the road to attain it.

Drawing on the author’s experience preparing 
athletes for peak performance at the Olympic Games, 

his distinguished career in clinical medicine and research, and the intimate 
understanding he gained from a personal life reboot, BodyWHealth provides 
inspiration, insight, and guidance to all WHealth Seekers.

This book will give you seven powerful keys to unlock the best possible you. Based 
on evolutionary principles and scientific evidence, BodyWHealth has changed lives; 
it is a proven pathway to health, happiness, and prosperity.

Congratulations! You are about to unlock your WHealth!

Sunset Lessons: Reflections on Light and Love 
from the Darkest of Places

I am fascinated by the impact of natural phenomena on 
the human psyche. We are all connected—to each other, 
and to the infinite cosmos that is our home.

At times, I try to understand the science of these 
exquisite interactions. At times, I simply stand in awe, 
a humble observer.

This is a series of reflections on the power and impact of 
the setting sun, as seen through the filter of tremendous grief and emerging hope.

The work is dedicated with immeasurable gratitude to the life and legacy of 
my beautiful wife Karen, whose mortal journey ended prematurely during a 
spectacular sunrise and whose memory will forever be enshrined in the magical 
light of the setting sun.




